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Python Programming Crash Course 2 in 1

This Book Includes: Python Programming for Beginners, Python Programming for Intermediates 

Learn the Fundamentals of Python Programming

Python is one of the best programming languages out there. It is easy for beginners to learn and powerful enough to help even advanced programmers get their work done.

Python Programming: Python Programming for Beginners is a great place for beginners to take a look at Python and understand this program. From its history and why it is so easy to use to some of the tasks that you can do with Python, this guidebook will help you get started.

A preview of what you will learn inside includes:

The origins of Python and why you would use this option over another programming language.
The benefits of using Python
Some common terms you should know to get started
How to download Python and the other programs you will need to get started
Some of the basic functions and commands with Python
Learning what comments are as well as strings and more functions
Learning what variables are and how they can help you do in Python
Getting started in programming can be scary, but Python makes it easy. Check out Python Programming: Python Programming for Beginners to get started!

Learn the Python Programming Language

The Only step by step guide that teaches you python programming from beginner, intermediate, to advanced. Be sure to check out the beginner guide before proceeding to the intermediate. 

Are you ready to expand your skills and really start to take over in the Python language? Have you already got a bit of experience with this programming language, but are ready to delve in deeper and really see what kinds of code you are able to write? Python Programming for Intermediates: A Complete Crash Course on Python Programming is the right choice for 			  			 	   			 	  		  		  		  		  		  		  		  		   			 	   		  		  	 			   		  	   		  		  		   	  	 			   		  	   		      		 			  	 			   		  	   		  		  			  				 you!

This books takes you beyond the beginners steps of working in Python and allows you to explore some of the power that this program offers. From a reintroduction to how to start with this program all the way to loop statements and functions, you are going to be writing those fantastic codes in no time. 

What you will learn in this eBook includes:

Getting started with Python
Some of the basic commands, variables, statements, and other things that you are able to do with this programming language
Understanding the decision control structure
Loop control statements
Functions
And so much more

Whether you have a lot of experience with Python or are just starting out, Python Programming for Intermediates: A Complete Crash Course on Python Programming is going to help you create codes like a professional!

Learn the Python Programming lanaguage by grabbing your guide today!
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